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Figure 1. Time series of terminus position for Helheim Glacier from MODIS imagery (A), surface temperature anomalies 
from our weather station (B), and sea-surface temperature anomalies for the region offshore of Sermilik Fjord (C).
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Figure 2. Detail of the time-lapse camera system and an example image collected on New Year’s Day 2012 from the 
“melangecam” which monitors the behavior of the sea ice melange in front of Helheim Glacier’s terminus.
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Figure 3. Top: Photographs of the ice mélange before and after a wind event. Bottom: Wind speed inside the 
fjord and ice mélange index in 2011-2012. An index of 1 indicates the mélange is ‘open’, 0 is ‘rigid’, and 0.5 is 
‘mobile’. Only the strongest wind events are shown.
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Figure 4. Monthly variability of Helheim Glacier terminus position (extent, red) from MODIS and mean daily 
wind speed (m/s, blue) from our AWS. Note that terminus position change is anti-phase with wind speed (which 
is a proxy for melange rigidity).
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